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Are you ready?

Are there are times when everything feels too much? Urgent priorities, high uncertainty, rapid change, people looking to
you for answers, danger lurks in the shadows and overwhelm threatens…

Leadership takes courage. Leadership is an action and not a title. 

Fearless Leadership is a big call and a daily decision. Tapping into our own fearlessness allows us to lead ourselves and others
through challenging times. Open communication provides connection that creates confidence and community. Building trust
and trusting in yourself – is critical to leadership. 

People will be on the edge of their seats as Corrinne shares stories from her time living and working in a jungle refugee camp
on the edge of a war zone. Lessons that are applicable in our workplace jungle as they are in a war zone. She will introduce you
to inspiring leaders - some you may know and some you may not - who have achieved amazing things through Fearless
Leadership.

This keynote will:
Show it’s possible to stay focused, regardless of chaos and overwhelm
Illustrate the importance of a clear purpose to unite people and catalyse action
Demonstrate what’s needed to inspire others and lead under fire
Challenge people to see leadership as an activity and not a role
Provoke personal exploration and leave people inspired and ready to lead

Key messages: Leadership, Trust, Adventure, Inspiration

Afraid to fail? Fearless Leadership.

Fearless Leadership®
Untapped potential. Taking action in times of challenge.

True leadership requires a new and innovative approach. It’s a tough gig! Boosting engagement, building accountability,
fostering creativity are still the cornerstones of brilliant leadership, but today’s rapidly changing landscape requires
more.

Key messages: Leadership, Performance, Engagement, Influence

Ask More. Tell Less. Lead Fearlessly.
Creating Fearless Cultures and saving the world

As leaders, our desire to solve problems for our people can often drive us to help too hard. This powerful keynote inspires
leaders at all levels of the business to deliver superior results by learning a few simple techniques that promote trust and
initiative and enhance ingenuity.
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Your audience will hear incredible stories as Corrinne shares
transformational insights into brain science, that will shift your ‘ask/tell
ratio’ to connect deeply, lead fearlessly and achieve results.

This keynote will:
Promote a NEW kind of leadership that gets the right things done
Help leaders understand why telling is not the answer
Move people from complacency to collective power
Empower the audience to build curiousity and sit comfortably with
uncertainty
Leave people inspired to follow their ‘why’ and lead a quest to save
the world 

Afraid to listen? Ask more.

As leaders, we all act with the best intentions. But what happens when our inside intentions are not reflected to others by
our external behavior? It’s harder to influence upwards, our teams don’t respond well, our career can stall… We can be
derailed very fast!

Key messages: Leadership, Performance, Engagement, Influence

The 12 Leadership Derailers
How to avoid archetypes that sabotage careers

Corrinne gives the audience speed overviews of the 12 leadership derailers, drawing laughter, insight and sometimes some
uncomfortable squirms as people recognise themselves and others. 

Consider the leader whose intention is to support his team and maintain a high standard, and yet is seen by his line manager
and his team as a micromanager. Performance suffers. Derailed!

This keynote draws on Corrinne’s book ‘Developing Direct Reports: Taking the guesswork out of leading leaders’, and she shares
immediately actionable insights to architect your impact and reach your leadership potential.

In this keynote Corrinne will show your people how to:
Recognise 12 common leadership derailers
Understand which derailer most limits their own leadership, and how to avoid being derailed
Create improved relationships and build greater influence
Accelerate their career by architecting their impact
Lead strong performance

Afraid to lead? Architect your impact. 


